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FAKE NEWS AS A FLOATING SIGNIFIER:
HEGEMONY, ANTAGONISM AND THE
POLITICS OF FALSEHOOD
Johan Farkas and Jannick Schou
“Fake news” has emerged as a global buzzword. While prominent media outlets, such as The
New York Times, CNN, and Buzzfeed News, have used the term to designate misleading
information spread online, President Donald Trump has used the term as a negative desig-
nation of these very “mainstream media.” In this article, we argue that the concept of “fake
news” has become an important component in contemporary political struggles. We show-
case how the term is utilised by different positions within the social space as means of dis-
crediting, attacking and delegitimising political opponents. Excavating three central
moments within the construction of “fake news,” we argue that the term has increasingly
become a “ﬂoating signiﬁer”: a signiﬁer lodged in-between different hegemonic projects
seeking to provide an image of how society is and ought to be structured. By approaching
“fake news” from the viewpoint of discourse theory, the paper reframes the current stakes of
the debate and contributes with new insights into the function and consequences of “fake
news” as a novel political category.
KEYWORDS fake news; ﬂoating signiﬁer; misinformation; disinformation; discourse theory;
Donald Trump
Introduction
“Fake news” has become a global buzzword. A simple Google search for the term lit-
erally returns millions upon millions of hits. Though misinformation and propaganda are
certainly not new phenomena (Floridi 2016; Linebarger 1955) public attention towards
these topics has grown exponentially in recent times. The epicentre of current debates
has been the 2016 American elections where news media across the globe reported on
the potential democratic problems posed by “fake news.” As The Hufﬁngton Post wrote in
November 2016, “social media sites have been ﬂooded with misinformation in the past
few months” (Masur 2016).
The issue of “fake news” has been approached and discussed in mass media from a
number of perspectives, focusing on the difﬁculty for users to spot fake news online (Shellen-
barger 2016; Silverman 2016b), its distribution through partisan social media pages (Silver-
man et al. 2016), the responsibility of social media companies and search engines to take
action against it (Cadwalladr 2016; Stromer-Galley 2016), and the underlying economic incen-
tives for those creating it to generate advertisement revenue (Higgins, McIntire, and Dance
2016; Silverman and Alexander 2016). Some commentators have gone as far as speaking
of the emergence or consolidation of a “post-factual” or “post-truth” era, in which scientiﬁc
evidence and knowledge are being replaced by “alternative facts” (Norman 2016; Woollacott
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2016). This trend has even been acknowledged by the Oxford Dictionaries, designating “post-
truth” as the international word of the year in 2016 (Flood 2016).
While these perspectives on “fake news,” “post-truth politics” and “post-factuality”
have provided rich explanations for these phenomena, they nonetheless tend to be
locked in a very speciﬁc framework. They all seek to address the question of what can be
labelled as valid, proper or “true information” online, and what should be counted as
“fake news” or disinformation. Where should the boundary between true and false be
drawn? And how can “fake news” be stopped? This paper takes a different approach.
Instead of asking how and why “fake news” is produced, we showcase how the concept
of “fake news” is being mobilised as part of political struggles to hegemonise social
reality. In doing so, the paper contributes with new knowledge on the consequences of
“fake news” as an increasingly ubiquitous signiﬁer circulating within the public sphere.
Existing Research: Typologies of False Information
Within the academic literature on false information in the digital era, the large
majority of research is centred around questions of how and why misleading content is pro-
duced, disseminated and accepted as legitimate. Scholars have argued that digital media
provide the basis for new types of disinformation connected to so-called infostorms (Hen-
dricks and Hansen 2014), infoglut (Andrejevic 2013) or information overload (Kovach and
Rosenstiel 2011). Other researchers have provided narrower and more empirical studies
focusing on topics such as misleading health information (Eysenbach 2008), governmen-
tally organised propaganda (Aro 2016), Wikipedia hoaxes (Kumar, West, and Leskovec
2016) or disguised racist propaganda (Farkas, Schou, and Neumayer 2017, 2018; Skinner
and Martin 2000).
A widely adopted and discussed terminology within the research on false information
distinguishes between disinformation and misinformation. While a few scholars use these
terms interchangeably (Floridi 1996; Skinner and Martin 2000), most use them to distinguish
between intentional and unintentional forms of misleading information. Some scholars
refer to misinformation as all types of misleading information and disinformation as only
the intentional production and circulation of such information (Karlova and Fisher 2013;
Keshavarz 2014; Tudjman and Mikelic 2003). Others use misinformation in a narrower
sense to encompass only unintentional forms of misleading content, thus being the oppo-
site of disinformation, which encompasses only intentional forms (Fallis 2015; Giglietto et al.
2016; Kumar, West, and Leskovec 2016). In both typologies, an example of disinformation
could be a political group spreading false information in order to affect public opinion,
or a website creating fake news articles in order to attract clicks (and ad revenue). In con-
trast, false information shared unknowingly by a social media user would be a case of mis-
information. Building on this conceptual distinction, the predominant analytical questions
posed within this literature concern the distinction between “truthful” and “false” infor-
mation. This simultaneously implies an on-going focus on the intentionality behind the pro-
duction and circulation of fake news. While these discussions are signiﬁcant in their own
right, they nevertheless miss part of the broader picture. In seeking to answer and describe
how to properly deﬁne true and false information, scholars tacitly accept an underlying
premise: namely that the question of false information or “fake news” is in fact a question
of “fake” versus “true” news. To put it in the words of Presidential candidate, Hillary Clinton,
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they accept the premise that fake news is solely a question of misleading information and
“isn’t about politics or partisanship” (Clinton 2016).
In this article, we provide a different analysis of the rise of “fake news” as a pervasive
and increasingly global signiﬁer. Instead of entering the terrain of what deﬁnes “truthful-
ness” or “falsehood,” a battleground in which a multiplicity of agents struggle to deﬁne
what counts as valid or deceitful, we seek to understand “fake news” as a discursive signiﬁer
that is part of political struggles. We take a step back and look at how different conceptions
of “fake news” serve to produce and articulate political battlegrounds over social reality. In
this regard, our goal is not to deﬁne the correct deﬁnition of fake news, but to analyse the
different, opposing and conﬂicting understandings of the concept. We move beyond a pre-
occupation with the misinformation threats posed by fake news and instead ask: what does
the proliferation of “fake news”-signiﬁers signify? What kinds of ethico-normative struggles
do they bring to the foreground?
By excavating three key contemporary moments of “fake news,” we argue that the
term has increasingly evolved to become what the post-Marxist philosopher Laclau
(2005) deﬁnes as a ﬂoating signiﬁer. That is to say a signiﬁer used by fundamentally different
and in many ways deeply opposing political projects as a means of constructing political
identities, conﬂicts and antagonisms. Instilled with different meanings, “fake news”
becomes part of a much larger hegemonic struggle to deﬁne the shape, purpose and mod-
alities of contemporary politics. It becomes a key moment in a political power struggle
between hegemonic projects. In this way, we argue that “fake news” has become a
deeply political concept used to delegitimise political opponents and construct hegemony.
We develop this argument in three stages. Starting out, we account for Laclau’s dis-
course theoretical conception of ﬂoating signiﬁers and its link to hegemonic struggles.
Using this conceptual framework as our underlying theoretical lens, we proceed to
analyse three competing moments in the recent production of “fake news.” We showcase
how the term has been articulated in three different ways: (1) as a critique of digital capit-
alism, (2) as a critique of right-wing politics and media and (3) as a critique of liberal and
mainstream journalism. Through this analysis, we highlight how “fake news” has gradually
become a key component within hegemonic struggles to reproduce or challenge existing
power struggles in civil society. Based on this small excavation, we proceed to discuss the
political implications of “fake news” as a ﬂoating signiﬁer. How can viewing “fake news” in
this light help illuminate current discussions of post-factuality and post-truth?
Floating Signiﬁers and Hegemony
This paper takes its point of departure in post-Marxist discourse theory, particularly as
it has been developed by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe as part of the so-called Essex
School of Discourse Analysis (Howarth, Norval, and Stavrakakis 2000; Laclau 1990, 1996,
2005; Laclau and Mouffe [1985] 2014). Since the publication of Hegemony and Socialist Strat-
egy in 1985, a work sparking both controversy and breaking new theoretical ground (Sim
2000), a rich body of literature has emerged around discourse theory as an intellectual
and philosophical project (Smith 1998; Torﬁng 1999). While Mouffe has particularly
focused on democratic theory and radical democracy, Laclau has engaged in on-going
theoretical reﬂections on concepts useful for understanding the construction and sedimen-
tation of political projects. In this paper, we mainly draw on Laclau’s work as it provides a
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central resource for understanding the construction and ﬁxation of meaning. Before turning
to the notion of the ﬂoating signiﬁer, central to the argumentation laid out in this paper, we
will brieﬂy describe some of the main theoretical arguments provided by Laclau.
Anchored in insights from post-structuralism, deconstruction and Marxist theory,
Laclau’s work stresses the political and contingent dimensions of meaning, arguing that
social reality is the product of continuous hegemonic struggles rather than innate essences
or immanent laws. According to Laclau (1990, 1996), social reality acquires its meaning
through the practice of articulation in which moments are positioned relationally and differ-
entially within a systematised totality called a discourse. The meaning of any particular
moment is always relational insofar as it arises from its connection to other moments
(whether textual or material). Discourse theory stresses that discourses are contingent
and historical constructs, emerging through struggles and contestation over time. In privi-
leging difference and contingency, discourse theory builds on Derrida’s ([1967] 2016) argu-
ment that the closure of meaning always relies on exclusion and the production of a
constitutive outside. Meaning, in other words, depends upon the creation of limits and
the drawing of boundaries between insiders and outsiders. In this way, all discourses are
based on a fundamental lack: a radical negativity that hinders their ability to fully ﬁxate
meaning (Laclau 1996, 2005). What appears as objective, neutral, or natural structures
must be considered as the result of particular ﬁxations of meaning resulting from political
struggles that have repressed alternative pathways over time.
By identifying the original moment of repression as “the political,” discourse theory
emphasises “the political not as a superstructure, but as having the status of an ontology
of the social” (Laclau and Mouffe 2014, xiv, original emphasis). This means that Laclau
(and Mouffe) awards a primary position to “the political” as the instituting moment in
which a contingent decision is made between what is included and excluded from particular
discourses. For discourse theory, the political is thereby not limited to particular expressions
of the institutionalised political system but the name for the precarious and always lacking
ground instituting any given discourse through acts of inclusion–exclusion. The political is
not a regional category but applies to social reality in its entirety (Marchart 2007).
The adherence to contingency and undecidability means that Laclau eschews any
attempt to approach discourses as “natural,” “normal” or “neutral.” Indeed, the core of
Laclau’s political practice consists in providing a radical critique of the closure of
meaning, the ideologisation of contingency and the naturalisation of domination (Schou
2016). Laclau’s understanding of normativity takes its point of departure in a deconstruction
of the classic distinction between the descriptive and the normative, between the being and
the ought (Laclau 2014, 127). This is a division that traces back to Kant’s separation between
theoretical and practical reason, norms and facts. For Laclau, however, this distinction
implodes, as meaning always relies on exclusion, and the “one” always relies on the “other”:
There are no facts without signiﬁcation, and there is no signiﬁcation without practical
engagements that require norms governing our behaviour. So there are not two orders
—the normative and the descriptive—but normative/descriptive complexes in which
facts and values interpenetrate each other in an inextricable way. (Laclau 2014, 128)
For Laclau, as is evident in this quote, the factual can never be separated from the nor-
mative, as it is only on the basis of the normative that the factual can emerge as fact. If this is
the case, and the factual is always given in relation to the normative, then this must simul-
taneously mean that social reality is at its core always normative. Normativity is not a
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regional category but applies to the totality of meaning. Laclau (2014) is not invoking nor-
mativity as a universal or transcendental category given from nowhere. Norms are instead
sedimented practices, signifying systems and a practical relationship to the world. To put it in
Laclau’s terms, norms are always given within and through discourses that have come into
being over time through practices, struggles and institutionalised conﬂicts (Laclau 1990).
This is also why, according to Laclau, it is impossible to simply move or deduce certain nor-
mative orders directly from the ethical. Indeed, there cannot be established any direct
relation between the ethical—as the grasping of the radical contingency of social reality
—and the normative.
It is within this theoretical framework that Laclau introduces the notion of the ﬂoating
signiﬁer. This concept denotes situations in which “the same democratic demands receive
the structural pressure of rival hegemonic projects” (Laclau 2005, 131, original emphasis).
In being simultaneously articulated within two (or more) opposing discourses, a ﬂoating
signiﬁer is positioned within different signifying systems of conﬂicting political project. If
the signiﬁer’s meaning later appears stable or ﬁxed, this will be the result of one particular
discourse’s ability to successfully hegemonise the social, in other words winning the
struggle against other discourses and repressing other forms of meaning (Laclau 2005).
Thus, a ﬂoating signiﬁer is not simply a case of polysemy, i.e. a particular signiﬁer that is
attached several independent meanings at the same time. Nor does it equate with what
Laclau (1996) terms as an empty signiﬁer, designating the antagonistic positioning of a uni-
versalised particular signiﬁer within a chain of equivalence. Instead, the concept is used to
describe a precise historical conjuncture in which a particular signiﬁer (lodged in-between
several opposing, antagonistic, hegemonic projects) is used as part of a battle to impose the
“right” viewpoint onto the world. According to Laclau (2005, 132), ﬂoating signiﬁers ﬁrst
and foremost emerge in times of organic crises; historical periods in which the underlying
symbolic systems are radically challenged and eventually recast. Whether the current
epoch qualiﬁes as such an organic crisis in the Laclauian sense is perhaps best left up to
historians of the future to decide. However, as right-wing nationalism and protectionism
sweeps over most of Europe and the United States, a certain structural and symbolic
dislocation (Laclau 1990) does indeed seem to be present (see Jessop 2017 for further
reﬂections on this issue).
Fake News—Three Contemporary Moments
Having outlined our theoretical basis, the following sections proceed to excavate
three concurrent discourses in which “fake news” has been mobilised as a signiﬁer support-
ing particular political agendas. The discourses have been identiﬁed based on data material
published between November 2016 and March 2017. The data material consists of social
media content from President Donald Trump as well as journalistic articles and scholarly
commentaries published in the following American and British newspapers and magazines:
The Washington Post, The Hufﬁngton Post, The Guardian, The Conversation, CNN, Monday
Note, Business Insider, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Buzzfeed News, Mashable,
Slate, Gizmodo and Time Magazine. Data sources were selected exploratorily by closely fol-
lowing media debates around “fake news” throughout the ﬁve-month research period and
locating central actors within these debates. Subsequently, we searched through the
selected sources in order to ﬁnd additional content that might have been missed while
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following the debates. The collected data were analysed using discourse theoretical con-
cepts in order to uncover and map emergent discourses found throughout the data. As
all sources are either American or British, the identiﬁed discourses are all located within
an American (and more broadly Western) political context. By showing how different and
in many ways deeply opposing political actors have articulated the same signiﬁer within
diverging discourses, we are able to showcase how “fake news” has gradually become a
ﬂoating signiﬁer used within different discourses to critique, delegitimise and exclude
opposing political projects. The three moments focus on “fake news” as (1) a critique of
digital capitalism, (2) a critique of right-wing politics and media and (3) a critique of
liberal and mainstream journalism. A fourth moment, which is not included in the analysis,
includes mobilisations of the “fake news”-signiﬁer as part of techno-deterministic critiques
of digital media technologies (e.g. Facebook is bad for democracy). As our analysis speciﬁ-
cally focuses on fake news as part of political discourses and antagonisms, the scope has
deliberately been limited to the three moments presented above. These moments are
approached horizontally as three simultaneous fragments of present-day political struggles
to achieve hegemony. The article does thereby not seek to locate the genesis or historical
origins of each of these moments or evaluate their relative dominance. Rather, we seek to
examine and nuance how fundamentally opposing discourses simultaneously mobilise the
“fake news”-signiﬁer as part of political struggles.
Moment 1: Fake News as a Critique of Digital Capitalism
Misinformation in digital media is certainly not a new phenomenon (Floridi 1996).
Nevertheless, the issue has recently gained traction in public discourse where opposing pol-
itical actors have fought over its meaning and, most importantly, the explanation for its
cause. Within one particular discursive construction of “fake news,” the term has been
articulated as intrinsically connected to digital capitalism. Thus, a widespread explanation
raised by scholars, journalists and commentators alike points to the economic structure
of the Internet as the primary reason for the circulation of fake news (Filloux 2016; Silverman
and Alexander 2016; Zimdars 2016b).
Within this discourse, it is argued that in the context of digital media, as in all com-
mercial media, content providers generate advertisement revenue based on the amount
of readers, listeners or viewers they have. Crudely put, if a website can attract a lot of visitors,
the owner can potentially make money on advertisement. This economic incentive for
digital content production has been highlighted as the key reason for the proliferation of
“fake news.” As Professor of Communication, Papacharissi (2016), for example argues, “con-
troversy generates ratings, and unfortunately controversy is generated around facts vs. pro-
paganda battles.” According to this discourse, false information feeds controversy and
controversy feeds capital. This argumentative chain has, for example, been put forth in
the work conducted by Buzzfeed News, showing that “fake” news-stories generated more
engagement on social media during the American elections than “real” news stories did (Sil-
verman 2016a).
A related economic explanation for the cause of “fake news” concerns the lower pro-
duction costs of false information in comparison to “real news”: “Fake news is cheap to
produce—far cheaper than real news, for obvious reasons—and proﬁtable” (Zimdars
2016b). “Fake news” is, in other words, difﬁcult to stop because it is linked to low production
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costs and potential high revenue, continuously motivating new outlets. This position is sup-
ported by articles in both The New York Times and Buzzfeed News (Higgins, McIntire, and Dance
2016; Silverman and Alexander 2016), portraying Eastern European website owners as delib-
erately producing “fake news” for capital gains. These fake news producers designate proﬁt as
their primary motivation and argue that high levels of user activity are the only reason why
they create fake news articles concerning American elections and political system. According
to this discourse, widely shared false claims about e.g. Pope Francis’ endorsement of Donald
Trump or the surfacing of Barack Obama’s “real” Kenyan birth certiﬁcate were not primarily
the results of partisanship but of digital capitalism. From this position, articulated by both
scholars and media professionals, “fake news” is thus constructed as deeply connected and
interwoven with the capitalist media economy. If “fake news” is to be eradicated, capitalist
incentives and economic structures need to be reshaped too. The critique of “fake news” sim-
ultaneously becomes a critique of digital capitalism as a structure that promotes the circula-
tion of the lowest common denominator of news content.
This discursive construction of “fake news”—as an unavoidable, negative
outcome of the capitalist media economy—resembles previous media criticism of
low standard in news content for the “common people.” For example, it resembles
the critique of tabloid journalism, which has also been widely attacked for lowering
the standards of public discourse and even posing a “threat to democracy” (Örnebring
and Jönsson 2004, 283). The connection between “bad news content” and the capitalist
media economy is in other words not new. The principal signiﬁer used to name this
connection does, however, seem to have increasingly shifted towards “fake news.”
As such, “fake news” becomes the particular signiﬁer mobilised by political actors
wishing to criticise the capitalist media economy and promote publicly funded
media platforms. A vivid example of this discourse can be found in an article in The
New Yorker, arguing that the only long-term solution to “fake news” is increased
funds to public service media, i.e. the removal of capitalist incentives (Lemann
2016). What we can see, then, is how the “fake news”-signiﬁer not solely becomes a
way of labelling particular outlets. It also becomes implicated in a much broader pol-
itical project concerned with intervening in capitalist modes of production, promoting
funding for public institutions and critiquing the cultural implications of the capitalist
system. In this sense, “fake news” becomes part of a systemic critique of (digital) capit-
alism. Capitalism is rotten, this line of reasoning goes, and “fake news” is yet another
example of its detrimental consequences.
Moment 2: Fake News as Critique of Right-Wing Politics and Media
During the 2016 American elections, the term “fake news” went from being marginal
to near ubiquitous. As a Google trend search reveals (Figure 1), the circulation of the
concept took off just before the Election Day and reached a peak around Donald
Trump’s inauguration as the 45th President of the United States (Google 2017a).
This pattern is no coincidence, as the term was mobilised to critique and delegitimise
political opponents from the outset, acting as a key component in a political power struggle
between the American left and right. In Google’s search history, this is evident from the fact
that both Americans and users worldwide predominantly coupled their searches for “fake
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news” with searches for “Trump CNN fake news” (i.e. a mainstream media platform) and
“Breitbart News” (i.e. a right-wing media platform) (Google 2017a, 2017b).
In this context, one prevalent discourse has sought to mobilise “fake news” by con-
necting it to the right-wing of the American political spectrum. This position, establishing
right-wing partisanship as the primary cause of “fake news,” has been articulated by a
number of different scholarly and journalistic actors. A prominent example dating back
before the proliferation of the “fake news”-signiﬁer is an opinion letter in The New York
Times written by Professor and Nobel Prize Winner in Economy, Paul Krugman:
… in practice liberals don’t engage in the kind of mass rejections of evidence that conser-
vatives do. Yes, you can ﬁnd examples where “some” liberals got off on a hobbyhorse of
one kind or another, or where the liberal conventional wisdom turned out wrong. But you
don’t see the kind of lockstep rejection of evidence that we see over and over again on the
right. (2014)
“Liberals,” Krugman argues, are less prone to false information, as they are more critical and
rational. Krugman thereby attacks and seeks to delegitimise the American right by discur-
sively connecting fake information and irrationality with right-wing voters. Surrounding the
2016 American elections, this discourse was strengthened and ampliﬁed considerably. It
was for example reinforced when Buzzfeed News found that 38 per cent of posts on three
right-wing partisan Facebook pages were “fake news,” while this “only” applied to 20 per
cent of posts on left-wing partisan pages (Silverman et al. 2016). More importantly,
various actors designated not only speciﬁc news stories but also entire right-wing media
corporations as “fake news.” For example, a widely shared “fake news”-list compiled by
Assistant Professor, Melissa Zimdars, included the popular, partisan right-wing media plat-
form, Breitbart News, as an unreliable source (Zimdars 2016a, 2016b). Brian Feldman, jour-
nalist at New York Magazine, turned Zimdars’ list into a browser plug-in named “Fake News
Alert” that warns users every time they visit “a URL known for producing non-news in news-
like packages” (Feldman 2016). In a similar vein, another browser plug-in named “B.S. Detec-
tor” also contains Breitbart News on its “fake news”-list (Hinchlife 2016). The inclusion of an
entire right-wing media platform that openly supports Donald Trump’s presidency
(Delgado 2015) on various “fake news”-lists became an ampliﬁcation of an already existing
political project to delegitimise and antagonise the American right by connecting it to false
information, irrationality, and (ultimately) stupidity.
At the same time as these “fake news”-lists started to circulate, Gizmodomagazine ran
a widely shared article claiming that Facebook did in fact have various solutions to the “fake
FIGURE 1
Global user search interest in “fake news” on Google
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news”-problem but avoided to instil them during the American elections due to “fear of
conservative backlash” (Nunez 2016). This article played directly into the discursive connec-
tion between “fake news” and the American right. The claims put forth in the article were
based on anonymous sources from Facebook that were quickly denounced by ofﬁcials from
the company (Heath 2016). As Slate journalist, Will Oremus, duly noticed, the story thereby
became “an epistemologically fascinating case in which Facebook is claiming that a news
story about its efforts to crack down on false news stories is, in itself, a false news story”
(Oremus 2016a).
By unpacking this second discursive position, we can see how media corporations,
scholars and liberal ﬁgures all (re)produce a signiﬁcantly different conception of “fake
news” than that provided by critiques of digital capitalism. Instead of linking “fake news”
to economic incentives and structures of the capitalist system, this second political
project seeks to couple “fake news” with the American right-wing, particularly Donald
Trump and his supporters. “Fake news,” within this discourse, becomes intrinsically linked
to right-wing politics, implicating that the solution to the “fake news”-problem has to be
found in the battle against right-wing media corporations and politicians. In December
2016, Oremus addressed this issue head-on in another Slate article. As he critically wrote,
“some in the liberal and mainstream media” have begun to “blur the lines between fabri-
cated news, conspiracy theories, and right-wing opinion by lumping them all under the
fake news banner” (Oremus 2016b). This, Oremus argued, had sparked a counter-reaction
where Trump supporters attacked the very same liberal and mainstreammedia by designat-
ing them as “fake news.” As became clear, this discursive counter-attack was not limited to
Trump supporters but went all the way to the newly elected President himself and his (now
former) White House Chief Strategist, Steve Bannon, the former executive chair of the desig-
nated “fake news” platform, Breitbart News.
Moment 3: Fake News as Critique of Liberal and Mainstream Media
Trump had not even been in ofﬁce for a single full day before he declared that he had
“a running war with the media” (Rucker, Wagner, and Miller 2017). Prior to this, Trump had
insinuated that the term “fake news” was a political construct created in order to attack and
delegitimise his presidency. On 11 January 2017, Trump wrote on Twitter: “FAKE NEWS - A
TOTAL POLITICAL WITCH HUNT!” (2017a). Soon after, he began what would become a con-
tinuous and highly systematic use of the “fake news”-signiﬁer in reverse. He used it to attack
and delegitimise what he saw as his direct opponents: mainstream media. Trump started
using the term to lash out at media companies such as CNN (Trump 2017b), The
New York Times (Trump 2017c) and Buzzfeed News (Trump 2017d), all of whom had pre-
viously brought stories linking “fake news” to the American right and Donald Trump.
Trump, in other words, attempted to rearticulate and re-hegemonise the term by situating
it in a fundamentally opposing discourse, linking “fake news” intimately to mainstream
media platforms:
“The FAKE NEWS media (failing @nytimes, @NBCNews, @ABC, @CBS, @CNN) is not my
enemy, it is the enemy of the American People!” (Trump 2017f)
Within this discourse, fake news is constructed as a symptom of a fundamental,
democratic problem, namely that mainstreammedia companies are biased and deliberately
attempting to promote liberal agendas instead of representing “The People.” This discourse
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is not new, as right-wing media platforms have long claimed that “mainstream media” is
corrupt, liberally biased, systematic liars, and in need of replacement (Berry and Sobieraj
2014). Two platforms long promoting this discourse are Breitbart News and InfoWars,
both of which hosted exclusive interviews with Donald Trump during the American elec-
tions. Within this discourse, mainstream media and their “endless propaganda” will soon
be replaced due to digital media, allowing Americans to communicate and become
“aware that we don’t need the mainstream media to deﬁne what reality is for us after all”
(Snyder 2014). “Fake news” thus became a key signiﬁer in an already existing discourse pro-
moted by right-wing media platforms and President Donald Trump: “Don’t believe the main
stream (fake news) media. The White House is running VERY WELL. I inherited a MESS and
am in the process of ﬁxing it” (2017e). Within this discourse, the signiﬁer represents the
exact opposite of what it did within the previous one. “Fake news” is made equal to main-
stream media. In March 2017, Trump elaborated on this position:
The country’s not buying it, it is fake media. And the Wall Street Journal is a part of it… I
won the election, in fact I was number one the entire route, in the primaries, from the day I
announced, I was number one. And the New York Times and CNN and all of them, they did
these polls, which were extremely bad and they turned out to be totally wrong. (Time Staff
2017)
What we are witnessing here is a systematic attempt to re-hegemonise the “fake news”-sig-
niﬁer in order to delegitimise and dismantle critical journalism. This discursive struggle is
not only articulated verbally but also materially, as when Trump refuses to take questions
from CNN journalists because they are “fake news” (Jamieson 2017). The term thereby
becomes much more than a question of “true” versus “false” information: it becomes the
focal point of a major political battleground in which the American right-wing struggles
with mainstream media, liberals and anti-capitalists to ﬁxate meaning, obtain hegemony
and impose their worldview onto the social. “Fake news” serves to partially organise and
reshape institutional practices and relations between the state and civil society. In this
struggle, “true” and “false” are not empirical-founded categories deﬁning the correctness
of information. Instead, they are profoundly political categories mobilised by opposing
actors to hegemonise the normative grounds of social reality. In this way, “fake news”
becomes a ﬂoating signiﬁer—a signiﬁer epitomising a discursive struggle and perhaps
even an organic crisis.
Consequences and Implications—An Organic Crisis?
Let us recall Laclau’s important suggestion that “the ‘ﬂoating’ dimension becomes
most visible in periods of organic crisis, when the symbolic system needs to be radically
recast” (2005, 132). Are we witnessing, we should ask, the birth of an organic crisis? And
if we are, is “fake news” then the cause or outcome of this crisis? Can we use the sudden
emergence of “fake news” as a ﬂoating signiﬁer, deployed as a part of a political struggle,
as a tool for diagnosing the present time? To address this question, we should proceed cau-
tiously in considering the implications of the exposition provided above. If, indeed, “fake
news” has gradually become a ﬂoating signiﬁer, then what are the consequences of this?
Both politically, but also for future research.
The least radical answer to this question might simply be that what we are observing
is a gradual pluralisation of fake news. While the concept used to signify a set of more or less
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conﬁned phenomena, opposing discursive positions now use it to criticise and name a
heterogeneous array of events. This can, in other words, be described as a situation in
which different political projects seek to deﬁne the meaning and conditions of what
should be termed as “fake.” Within this line of reasoning, the proliferation of the “fake
news”-signiﬁer might not signify anything radical but simply remind us that this concept
—as with for all other discursive moments—has no meaning exterior or prior to discursivity.
The term can, in other words, mean different things in different contexts.
While there is undoubtedly some truth in the above position, it nonetheless fails, in
our view, to capture the proper signiﬁcance of the transformation of “fake news” into a ﬂoat-
ing signiﬁer. More than simply a gradual pluralisation or growth in signifying complexity, we
argue that the de-ﬁxation of fake news has signiﬁcant implications and consequences. In
this context, we should remember that while “fake news” may be seen as multiple and
contingent from the outside, within each of its particular usages this is not necessarily
the case. From the viewpoint of the anti-capitalist or the Trump-camp, “fake news” does
not denote a ﬂoating signiﬁer. It is instead used very deliberately within a speciﬁc hegemo-
nic project. And likewise, from the perspective of the established mass media, the label of
fake news is not simply accepted as lodged in-between several opposing and contingent
project. Each of the discourses holds their own distinct worldview, which does not translate
unaltered across hegemonic projects. From each of these projects, “fake news” does not
ﬂoat. It only starts ﬂoating when considered in its relational dynamism, as showcased in
this article.
In this regard, it is important to remember how the ﬂoating signiﬁer not solely encom-
passes a pluralisation of meaning (Laclau 2005). From a discourse theoretical perspective, it
implies the articulation of fundamentally different hegemonic projects. In this way, the plur-
alisation of “fake news” suggests that it has become the centre of contemporary political
struggles, used as a discursive weapon within competing discourses seeking to delegitimise
political opponents. In the case of President Donald Trump, this becomes vividly clear.
Trump’s use of the term not only serves to construct himself within a particular hegemonic
project. In an equally radical manner, it simultaneously seeks to delegitimise critical journal-
ists. It is precisely by labelling these as “fake news” that he seeks to invalidate their position
within the ﬁeld of power, deconstruct their public authority and re-hegemonise their pos-
ition. “Fake news” is meant as a frontal attack on traditional core values of journalistic prac-
tice, such as critical investigations of those holding power. In this way, the gradual
transformation of “fake news” into a ﬂoating signiﬁer comes to represent a power struggle
between the journalistic ﬁeld and the political ﬁeld. What is ultimately at stake within this
struggle is who obtains the power to deﬁne what is deemed as truthful, who can portray
social reality accurately, and in what ways. In this sense, there is a partial attempt at recast-
ing the existing symbolic systems, of overthrowing one particular hegemony in favour of
another. So perhaps we are, indeed, seeing the emergence of an “organic crises”—a
period in which the pre-existing symbolic structures no longer seem to hold any validity.
Contemporary descriptions of “post-truth” and “post-factual” democracy partially
bear witness to this potentially emerging crisis. What the “post-factual” diagnosis attempts
to describe is the overcoming or neglect of truth, scientiﬁc knowledge, and evidence in the
current epoch. Notions of post-factuality and post-truth thus seem to point to the current
dislocation or representational crisis in which the existing discourses are no longer deemed
applicable or valid. Yet, in attempting to provide a description of the current state of affairs,
the prophets of the post-factual enter into the very same terrain as that which they seek to
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describe. Rather than simply describing the current era, the post-factual diagnosis is a
deeply normative discourse concerned with how society, democracy and truth “should”
be deﬁned. In this way, those seeking to deﬁne and understand the “post-factual” and
“post-truth” era become part of the hegemonic struggles instituted by the ﬂoating character
of “fake news.” Post-factual and post-truth both become a testimony of the potential
organic crisis and a stake in the battle to produce new modes of representation.
The discourse theoretical approach applied in this article challenges these descrip-
tions on multiple fronts. Instead of entering into the battle of what may be counted as
valid information, we have instead foregrounded the contextual, historical and political con-
ditions for the emergence of such claims of validity in the ﬁrst place. Rather than arguing
that truth no longer matters within politics, we have applied a perspective that showcases
how negotiations about what may be counted as truthful are in and of themselves part of a
political struggle to hegemonise the social. In doing so, we can begin to see that the turn
towards an era in which facts “do not matter” might instead be a turn towards an era in
which the concept of factuality is centre of discursive struggles. This may even be labelled
as a hyper-factual era concerned obsessively with deﬁning what is and counts as factual, and
what counts as false. Through the circulation of labels such as “fake news,” entangled in
multiple and oftentimes opposing hegemonic projects, it is the ﬂoating character of truth
that should be foregrounded, not its ultimate withdrawal or vaporisation.
This also implies that any attempt to categorise, classify and demarcate between
“fake” and “true” must be a deeply political practice, whether conducted from the
context of journalism or academic interventions. It is part of larger political struggles to
deﬁne the current shape and modality of contemporary society. Future research might
begin to unpack and further develop this politics of falsehood by attending to how con-
ceptions of “fake news” and “factuality” serve to carve out the stakes of current political
crises. Accounts of the broader social, political and journalistic consequences of “fake
news” might do well to consider the highly politicised and hence precarious character of
the term. And systematic empirical investigations remain vital in this respect: both in
terms of exploring the historical roots of the discourses excavated in this article, but also
by tracing the circulation of different “fake news” discourses across cultural and political
boundaries. Research would do well to examine how particular discourses come to partially
dominate and silence other (subaltern) voices. What kinds of power relations do these rep-
resentations serve to produce and consolidate?
For scholars, journalists and citizens alike, primacy should in all cases be given to the
political dimensions of labels such as “fake news.” Instead of simply lamenting and con-
demning the spread of false information, research might try to explore and understand
how and why such information gains traction. Is it because it resonates and reproduces
already existing fears and doubts (Farkas, Schou, and Neumayer 2017, 2018)? Or does it
testify to the deep-seated organic crises facing our contemporary society? Is there a
need to recast and produce new political imaginaries that can fascinate, repulse and
rebuild political collectivities? These are some of the central questions that future research
on the politics of falsehood can hopefully uncover.
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